
Callbot and salespeople.                friends.



Executive summary

The main idea for the Superest saw daylight already in 2017. After that the actual company was founded and first wireframes for the software got under development. 

As seasoned sales and marketing professionals, we recognized the common sales and marketing pitfalls most of the companies face every day. In order to keep 
growing, businesses need a constant flow of new clients, which means hundreds of cold calls and emails per month. 

Currently, companies have two options: do it yourself (mentally painful) or outsource it to call center (expensive and many times poor quality). 

We wanted to find a solution that would make sales and marketing calls as easy and inexpensive as emails are nowadays. Therefore, we created an A.I. (Artificial 
Intelligence) infused online platform that takes care of the cold calls and gives warmer lists to sales teams. 

Now our virtual call assistant is able to make calls 1 per second, resulting 3600 calls per hour. Putting this into perspective, it would take 5 full work weeks for a human 
to make 3600 calls. This means that sales teams can now get their contact lists called through in a matter of minutes and immediately know who is interested to hear 
more and who is not. This lowers costs, saves time, and increases work-morale.

It is clear that this service is highly scalable due to its user-friendly online interface, a lucrative subscription-based business model, and being a solution to a very global 
problem. It is in our strategy to expand to European and Asian markets within the next three years.

Revenue, costs and profit projections for 2019 (sales launch year) are based on three financial scenarios: Max, Median, Min. For 2019 revenue is projected between 100 
000€- 400 000€. Superest is raising up to 300 000€ capital at a 1,2M€ pre-money valuation to move forward with Superest’s domestic expansion plan and creating the 
first field testing in selected foreign markets. 

The company will consider exit opportunities during the next three to five years. Potential exit targets for a trade sale to a major player in sales and marketing 
industries or a partial exit to a value add private equity fund – or other.



Company requires a constant flow of new clients in order to grow.

Common challenge

“



Our solution



An online platform, that 
enables you to automate cold 
calling or turning your 
existing customers from 
passive to active.



Main values when using our platform:
● Combine vast reach with personal phone call accuracy
● Know immediately who is willing to buy, who is interested of your business, 

and who is definitely not
● Cold calling and lead-generation becomes more automated
● Extremely fast - 1 call per second
● Very cost-effective compared to call centers

Why us



Sales Marketing Reminders

Fits well for these activities

Whether it’s cold calling, 
warming lists, or activating 

your existing, passive 
customers, our bot will do it for 

you.

Fits well for payment 
reminders or other kind of 

reminders.

Hyper-targeted, interactive 
marketing campaigns are new 

way to attract customers. 
Works even better using 

influencers’ voices.

Note: Calls can be pre-recorded (human voice) or text-to-speech (bot-voice).



HOT Leads  WARM Leads COLD Leads

Heat Chart when generating leads

Has picked up the phone and 
reacted to CTA. Understood 
the message and is willing to 

proceed in the funnel.

Didn’t pick up the phone or 
hung up immediately. Probably 

not worth following up.

Has picked up the phone but 
didn’t react to CTA. Probably 
understood the message so 

worth contacting via live 
person.

IIIIII



Recommended structure of the call

Introduction ● Who is calling
● Bot tells that this is a callbot call

Reason why 
calling

● What is common problem your company 
solves

● How you solve the problem

Call-to-Action ● What he/she can do if interested (press 1…)

Disclaimer

How to get off from the 
list, i.e. “If you don’t want 

to get calls from us in 
future, send us email to 

this address”

Duration of 
the call. Max 
60 seconds

15-30 sekuntia



Call should have one clear Call-to-Action (CTA). This is delivered by asking 
the receiving end to press #1:
● Press 1, if: want to have “promotion” link via sms
● Press 1, if: want to hear more from us
● Press 1, if: want us to contact you
● Press 1, if: want me (bot) to tell you more
● Press 1, if: want to have calendar link via sms

CTAs could be like these



● SaaS. Subscription fee based on subscription 
packages

● Licensing platform to partnering companies

● Upsell model
○ global list sales
○ data / analysis sales
○ additional contacting

Freelancer
100 contacts / month

National reach
Basic data

49€/month

Business
1000 contacts / month

Global reach
In depth data
199€/month

Enterprise
Tailor-made solution. 

Per call pricing.

Subscription packages

SaaS Platform

Revenue streams



Technology overview

AI driven lead engagement
● Superest is the truly first AI driven tool to engage audience through telecommunication 

channels

Machine learning
● The platform learns from the data made by clients to improve user guidance and 

campaign hitrate

3rd Party API support
● Superest is born to be open. We’re very keen on expanding our platform to other 

ecosystems and we’re already taking the first steps on it.

Open API platform creates future business models and partnerships. It creates totally new 
business models and opportunities for the future.



Superest internationalization

● 2019
○ Domestic expansion in Finland that is based on aggressive sales and marketing
○ Readiness for international expansion (Singapore)
○ First tryouts with local international partners (Singapore)
○ Also relevant contacts to Nanjing, China. One of co-founder’s Nanjing contact is his mentor and works as a 

CEO of Mini Silicon Valley project and part of Belt Road initiative

● 2020
○ Launch in Singapore
○ Partnership -program launch
○ First tryouts in China
○ Growing in Finland
○ Choosing new countries or business hubs for expansion

● 2021
○ Expand in chosen markets
○ Grow partnerships



Interactive contact Market is worth 30+ Billion USD by 2024.

Market size

Relevant competition in robotic callers market:

Chatbots
3,17 bn USD by 2021

Email campaign marketers
Worldwide Email Marketing Industry Worth 

US$22.16 bn by 2024

IVR
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
Market is worth 5.54 bn USD by 

2023

Other sub-industries in our market:

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/interactive-voice-response.asp
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/pdfdownloadNew.asp?id=72302363&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkpSz0P_03wIVAaqaCh1vgAn9EAAYAyAAEgJpYfD_BwE
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/worldwide-email-marketing-industry-worth-us2216-bn-by-2024-increasing-number-of-email-users-to-boost-markets-growth-says-tmr-619595883.html



Founding Members

Mikael Hugg
CEO + Branding + Sales

Carlos Braz
Sales + Marketing

Atte Pohjanmaa Max Kalhama
Biz Dev + Product dev Biz Dev + Product dev

Operational team

Saara Vehoniemi
Sales + Expansion

Eero Klemetti
Business Development

Timo Moilanen
Online Sales Development 

+ dev. liaison



Financial projections

Superest Oy (Ltd) 
Financial forecast 
1000€

2019
Max | Median | Min

2020
Max | Median | Min

2021
Max | Median | Min

REVENUE 400 | 200 | 100 1100 | 600 | 300 3200 |  1600 | 900

COSTS 435 | 215 | 105 700 | 400 | 350 1800 | 750 | 400

PROFIT -35 | -15 | -5 400 | 200 | -50 1400 | 850 | 500

Number of personnel 
(year end)

6 15 32

● Financial forecast is based on three financial scenarios (Max, Median, Min), existing clients, projection of new clients 
brought by aggressive sales and marketing actions, oversea market tryouts, and new monetizable software features 
and interface-level mini-campaigns (i.e. one-time offers, discounted upgrades, and promotions)

● Superest Oy’s (Ltd) software operation costs are marginal compared to clients’ monthly subscription fees, thus making 
business highly profitable



Superest funding

● Investment
○ Superest Oy (Ltd) is raising up to 300 000€ capital to move forward with domestic 

market expansion plan. In total 2000 shares will be issued for investors, price/share is 
150€. Minimum investment is 134 shares, (i.e. approx. 20 000€). European and 
government grants are also considered as part of Superest’s financing package. 
Superest could be eligible for Tekes R&D grant that brings additional 400 000€ 
government grant if 300 000€ private investment is reached.

● Valuation
○ Pre-money valuation, 1,2M€ is based on two software technologies (A.I. call assistant 

and list retriever software), team of 6 experienced founders and advisors (i.e. leading 
Finnish advertising agencies), current clients, oversea connections, and 2019 revenue. 
20% of the company will be bought with 300 000€ investment.

● Goals
○ Funding is required to establish an aggressive sales team, marketing, operations, and 

software development. 



Why to invest in Superest.ai

● Market opportunity
○ Rapidly growing markets with limited competition 

provide first mover advantage to build market share 
and brand awareness

○ Our service offers a solution to a problem that is 
practically universal. 

● Team
○ Superest team includes sales and marketing 

professionals
○ All of the members have entrepreneurial background
○ The team is highly innovative and extremely focused 

on making this a success story

● Exit opportunities
○ Several exit opportunities with clear vision when to 

initiate exit strategy and due diligence



3600 1/sec 1-35%

10sec ~80%

Calls per hour One call per one second Campaign reaction rates have 
varied between 1% to 35%

100% of the ones who answer 
listens the first 10 seconds of 

the call

Our overall answer rate

Superest in numbers

46Mrd
Total number of bot calls 
made in the USA last year 

(2018)



Case: Turning passive 
contacts to active



Goal of the following client project

Contacting leads collected in a major industry expo by sharing a discount code to activate and turn 
leads into paying customers.

Main purpose of the project



Company: One of the market leaders in selling motorbike 
accessories.

Need: The client participated national Motorbike expo 
(MP Messut 2019) and collected phone numbers (opt-in 
list). They wanted to inform about the winners of their 
expo lottery and also share a discount code for all 
members of the list. 

Delivery: We split the list into two and scheduled the calls 
to leave at the start and at the end of the weekend. We 
launched the first call campaign at 15:15, the second one 
was launched two days after at 17:00. The first campaign 
produced 69,1% answer rate, 24,3% no-answer rate, 21,4% 
reaction rate, and took less than 3 minutes. 
The second one produced 72,4% answer rate, 24,5% 
no-answer rate, 25,4% reaction rate, and took as well less 
than 3 minutes.

Reaction rate: How many pressed number 1 or said “Yes” and received more 
information

Answer rate: How many answered and listened at least 10 seconds.

Case study

1. call round:

2. call round:



Overall Answer Rate (OAR): Overall Answer Rate 
measures how many calls go through and listen at least 
10 seconds.

Call Length: Average Call Length measures how long the 
message was listened to.

Call Reaction Rate (CRR): Call Reaction Rate measures 
how many reacts on the call’s Call-to-Action (wanted to 
hear more and receive the discount code).

Three Main Metrics for the Project

CAMPAIGN OAR:

Project’s Average Call Length:

70,4%
CAMPAIGN CRR: 23,3%



Contact us

Mikael Hugg
CEO + Co-founder

+358 44 022 5118
mikael.hugg@superest.ai

www.superest.ai 

Superest Oy (Ltd) | 2965670-8 | Töölönkatu 50D, 00250 Helsinki, Finland



Callbot and salespeople.                friends.


